Supporting and forming partnerships with the at-home reading coach (part 2)

Springboard Collaborative helps teachers just like you build strong working relationships with families. This resource is everything you need!

Note: you may want to start with Part 1. Find it on Springboard Collaborative’s resource page.

Three touchpoints
Here’s how it works. Each week Springboard Collaborative gives you specific language you can use to have 3 touchpoints with families. The goals of each of these touchpoints are the same:

- Build an academic partnership.
- Enlist the support of families as you gauge where students are and what they need next.
- Give families the skills and knowledge they need to be effective at-home reading coaches for their children.
- Encourage families to create “together reading” and children to spend time reading on their own so that children are reading at least 15 minutes every day.

We envision the touchpoints as a combination of phone calls and text messages. Of course, you can use whatever medium you want. But in our experience, the more personal the communication (like a phone call), the more effective it can be.

While we understand that families are currently turning to multiple resources, including screen-time, to keep children engaged, our hope is that we can empower you, the teacher, to encourage families to use this crucial opportunity to nurture at-home reading, conversations, and critical thinking. Reading together is a gift that a quarantined family can offer their child. Let’s support them as they do it!

Finally, at the end of this resource you’ll find a list of e-books you can share with families for the week, if needed.

Weekly reading focus: Feeling Frustrated? That’s okay!

To prepare, please watch the video reading tip and read through the reading tip summary (found at the end of this coaching guide). You may also enjoy checking Springboard Collaborative’s Facebook page to watch a Facebook Live on this reading tip.

Monday: Personal phone call (touchpoint 1)
The goal of this phone call is to build relationships and help adults learn a doable reading tip they can use for the week. We’ve provided a frame and some sentence starters to help you think through and prepare for the call but we encourage you to be yourself!
• **Introduction:** Identify who you are and why you are calling. Keep it positive and upbeat!

  *Hi! I’m ______. I am [student’s name] teachers from [school name]. I am reaching out to check in and see how you are doing.*

  (Tip: If there is no response, leave a voicemail. For privacy purposes, use only your name and title; do not reference the child’s name. Ask them to call you back at your preferred number.)

• **Request permission:** Ask if now is a good time to talk.

  “Do you have a few minutes to chat right now?” or “Is this a good time to connect?”

  (Tip: If the family can’t talk now, as when a good time to talk is and call back then.)

• **Wellness check-in:** Acknowledge the COVID-19 situation.

  “I know things are a bit strange right now, and wanted to let you know that I’m here as a partner,” or “I wanted to check-in to see how you and [student name] are doing. I miss our time together!”

• **Build relationships:** Offer praise and compliment something the student has done a good job with.

  “I wanted to let you know that [student name] has been doing a great job of retelling important events in a story.”

  (Tip: Be explicit and specific. Try to connect the praise to the scholar’s reading goal.)

• **Present reading tip:** Briefly explain the reading tip and give a specific example.

  **Introduce the reading tip**

  “This week I was thinking you and [student name] could practice a reading tip called ‘Feeling frustrated? That’s okay.’ This strategy will help [insert name] feel less frustrated when they’re reading. Do you have time for me to tell you a little more about it?

  (Tip: If the family can’t talk now, send them the at-home reading coach plan from Springboard Collaborative’s resource page (week 3) or arrange a new time.)

  “To help your child feel less frustrated you’re going to follow this formula:

  • Acknowledge
  • Ask
  • Answer
  • Encourage rereading”

  **Model**

  “For example, let’s say you and [insert] are reading together and they run into a word they are having trouble reading. You might say something like, ‘That is a big word you’re trying to read!’ This is to acknowledge that reading is not always easy. Then you might...”
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ask a question like, ‘What can we do to figure out this word?’ If your child has no idea, you might answer the question by saying, ‘Well, I think we may want to start with the first couple of letters and really sound it out.’ And finally, after your child has tried that, encourage them to reread the phrase with the word in it. So, the steps are acknowledge, ask, answer, and encourage rereading.”

Invite questions
“Remember, we want your child to read on their own for 15 minutes, and we want the two of you to read and talk about books for 15 minutes every day. During that ‘together reading,’ you can use this reading tip. What questions do you have about the reading tip? Does that feel doable?”

Provide additional resource
“I’m going to text you [insert resource] right after we get off the phone that I hope will help.”

As a follow up, consider texting families:
• An activity idea: “Here is a fun activity you might enjoy: Cut a circle out of three pieces of paper. Color the circles green, red, and yellow. When they begin to read, hold up each circle like it’s a stoplight. Hold up green until your child comes to a place in the book where they need to slow down, then hold up the yellow circle. To pick up the pace, hold up the green circle again. Use the red circle to signal when you need to stop and work on something together.”
• Links to e-books (see section entitled “Book resources”)
• Springboard Collaborative’s at-home reading coach plan (download and send to families or send them to Springboard Collaborative’s resource page)
• An image of the reading tip summary sheet (found on Springboard Collaborative’s resource page)
• A link to the video (Spanish version here)

Wednesday: Text to check in (touchpoint 2)
The goal of this check in is to remind families to read and use the strategy. You also want to offer support.

“How’s the reading going this week? Are you getting your 15 minutes of together reading? Are you and your child feeling a little less frustrated?”

[Engage in some back and forth as needed]

“Today when you focus on helping your child minimize frustration, ask things like:
• This story is a little confusing. Can you tell me what’s going on in the story? What do we need to do to understand it better?
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● There are a lot of words on this page. Can you read again, and this time make your voice match the characters better? Let me show you what I mean (then demonstrate with a read aloud).

Does that sound like something you could try?”

“Great! Is there anything else I can do to support you?”

[Insert book links, if needed]
[Insert link to video here]
[Insert link to other resource]

Friday: Text to gauge progress and celebrate (touchpoint 3)

“Hello [insert name]. How did this week go? Did your family get some reading time in this week?

“When your child is doing their alone-time reading, can they work through frustrating moments using the skills that they have learned?”

“Thanks so much for your help as we work together to help your child’s reading grow even though we can’t meet in the school building. I really appreciate our partnership! I look forward to talking to you next week.”

Additional ways to engage families this week:

- Record a video of yourself doing a read aloud for families
- Host a Facebook Live read aloud
- Create an anchor chart that says “Acknowledge, Ask, Answer, Encourage rereading.” Take a picture and send to families to use as they read.
- Ask families to send you one or two things they do that help them when they are frustrated. Then compile the list and send out to the whole class.

Weekly reading focus: Scoop

To prepare, please watch the reading tip video here and read through the reading tip summary (found at the end of this coaching guide). You may also enjoy checking Springboard Collaborative’s Facebook page to watch a Facebook Live on this reading tip.

Monday: Personal phone call with follow up text (touchpoint 1)
Teachers, this is an opportunity to connect, build relationships, and offer resources and support. See past week’s suggested script to see ways you might build relationships, request permission and check in before explaining the reading tip.
The goal of this phone call is to build relationships and also help adults learn a doable reading strategy they can use for the week.

- **Present reading tip:** Briefly explain the reading tip and give a specific example.

  **Introduce the reading tip**
  “This week I was thinking you and [student name] could practice a reading tip called ‘Scoop’. This strategy will help [insert name] read more fluently or sound more like a storyteller when they’re reading. Do you have time for me to tell you a little more about it?”
  (Tip: If the family can’t talk now, send them the At-home reading coach plan from the [Springboard Collaborative’s resource page](#) or arrange a new time.)

  “When I say ‘scoop’ I mean that your child should try to read words together in phrases. Beginning readers often read word by word, giving equal emphasis to each. But as we get better at reading, we read words in phrases.”

  **Model**
  “For example, if I was a beginning reader I might read the sentence: The dog ran out to the backyard as The...dog...ran...out...into...the...backyard. But we want to help [insert name] read a sentence like that as The dog/ ran out/ into the backyard. And eventually they will read it like this: The dog ran out/ into the backyard.

  “The easiest way to practice this is to reread something. So, during your reading together time you can practice scooping the words together on a page that [insert name] also reads during their alone-time reading. Or you could read a page and then reread it to practice scooping.”

  **Invite questions**
  “Remember we want your child to read on their own for 15 minutes, and we want the two of you to read and talk about books for 15 mins every day. During that together reading, you can practice scooping the words into phrases. What questions do you have about the reading tip? Does that feel doable?”

  **Provide additional resource**
  “Right after we get off the phone, I’m going to text you [insert resource] that I hope will help.”

As a follow up, consider texting families:
- An activity idea: “Here is a fun activity you might enjoy: play ‘Save the Robot!’
  - Take turns being the robot that gets ‘saved’ and turned into a human.
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o First, whoever is the “robot” reads aloud a sentence (or page) in their best robot (choppy, word-by-word) voice.

o Then their partner looks for the ‘magic button’ on the robot. Is it on their back? On the bottom of their shoe? When they push the button, the robot turns into a human!

o As a new human, the robot can’t wait to read the sentence in their new human (smooth) voice.

o Switch roles and play again with a new page.”

● Springboard Collaborative’s at-home reading coach plan (download and send to families or send them to Springboard Collaborative’s resource page)

● An image of the reading tip summary sheet (found on Springboard Collaborative’s resource page)

● A link to the video here. (Spanish video available soon on Springboard Collaborative’s resource page in Spanish)

● A model video of what “fluency” sounds like. Find a video from the Greatschools.org Milestones project kindergarten, first grade, second grade, and third grade.

Wednesday: Text to check in

The goal of this check-in is to remind families to read and use the strategy. You also want to offer support.

“How’s the reading going this week? Are you getting your 15 minutes of together reading? Is your child reading in phrases?”

[Engage in some back and forth as needed]

“Today when you work on scooping words together in phrases ask things like:

● Can you read those words in a phrase?
● Did that scooping sound like talking?
● Can you try putting it all together?

“You also might try doing different ‘voices.’” Sometimes when children can reread in a ‘mouse’ voice, they don’t mind rereading and trying again.

“Great! Is there anything else I can do to support you?”

[Insert book links, if needed]
[Insert link to video here.]
[Insert link to other resource]
Friday: Text to gauge progress and celebrate

“Hello [insert name]. How did this week go? Did your family get some reading time in this week?

“When you listen to your child reading aloud, are they reading word by word or are they scooping word together into phrases? (This takes a long time to really ‘get’ so don’t worry if you haven’t seen much a change this week. Just keep working on it!)

“Thanks so much for your help as we work together to help your child’s reading grow even though we can’t meet in the school building. I really appreciate our partnership! I look forward to talking to you next week.”

Additional ways to engage families this week:
  ● Record a video of yourself doing a read aloud for families.
  ● Host a Facebook Live read aloud.
  ● Create an anchor chart that says, “Don’t read like a robot!” Take a picture and send to families to use as they read.
  ● Ask families to send you the titles of one or two books they enjoy reading over and over again. Then compile the list and send out to the whole class.

Book resources
We’ve compiled a list of e-books for families who may have limited access to books. Each link takes families directly to a book and matches the reading tip for the week. On Day 5, invite families to reread one from the week or for a change of pace, sit down and listen to read aloud with their child. Find one here read by a professional actor!

Feeling frustrated? That’s okay!
Day 1
  ● K: Sammy’s Picnic
  ● 1: Pluto, the Dwarf Planet
  ● 2: Cell Phone Games
  ● 3: Tablecloth Pull Challenge
Day 2
  ● K: Family vs. My Family
  ● 1: Polar Bear Adaptations
  ● 2: Would You Step Out into Space?
  ● 3: Time for Turtles
Day 3
  ● K: Why Do I Have Bones?
• **1: Pancakes for Breakfast**
• **2: Everyone Counts in the 2020 Census**
• **3: 17 Most Intelligent Animals in the World**

Day 4

• **K: Little Rabbit is Sad**
• **1: Make Your Bed**
• **2: Make Believe Box**
• **3: How the Tiger Got His Stripes**

**Scoop**

On Day 5, encourage families to read a story aloud to their child, pausing to talk about how readers “scoop up” all the words together. Want to listen to a story with silly voices? [Find one here.](#)

Day 1

• **K: Happy**
• **1: We the Children**
• **2: The Busy Bee**
• **3: Bake Cool Cakes in the Microwave**

Day 2

• **K: Something New to Do**
• **1: Lost and Found**
• **2: How to Draw Funny Spaghetti and Meatballs**
• **3: The Wild Parrots of San Francisco**
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Day 3

- **K: Play Ball!**
- **1: Play Dough Fun**
- **2: Why Do You Like Being a Kid?**
- **3: Try Not to Laugh Challenge**

Day 4

- **K: Moving at the Zoo**
- **1: Is This a Wild Animal?**
- **2: Space**
- **3: Awesome Animal Jokes**